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Big meta Q:Visualization-based discoveries ??

• When have graphics led to discoveries that 
might not have been achieved otherwise?
 Snow (1854): cholera as a water-borne disease
 Galton (1883): anti-cyclonic weather patterns
 E.W. Maunder (1904): 11-year sunspot cycle
 Hertzsprung/Russell (1911): spectral classes of stars
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Snow (1854) Galton (1863) Maunder (1904) H/R (1911)

Big meta Q:Visualization-based discoveries ??

• In the history of graphs, what features and data 
led to such discoveries?
 What visual ideas/representations were available?
 What was needed to see/understand something new?

• As we go forward, are there any lessons?
 What are the Big Questions for today?
 How can data visualization help?
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Context: Milestones Project

Web site: http://datavis.ca/milestones



Vignettes: 4 heros in the history of data 
visualization

• The 1st statistical graph: M.F. van Langren and the 
“secret” of longitude

• “Moral statistics”: A.M. Guerry and the rise of modern 
social science

• Visual tools for state planning: C.J. Minard and the 
Albums de Statistique Graphique in the “Golden Age”

• Mapping data: Galton’s discoveries & visual insight
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Underlying themes

• Escaping flatland: 1D → 2D → nD
• The rise of visual thinking and explanation
• Mapping the invisible
• Data → Theory → Practice
• Graphical excellence
• Appreciating the rich history of DataVis in what 

we do today
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1. Big questions of the 17th century

• Geophysical measurement: distance, time and 
space

• Astronomy
 Shape of the earth
 Orbits of planets, comets
 → analytic geometry, errors of measurement, least 

squares
• Navigation & territorial expansion
 Map-making and surveying
 Navigation at sea: latitude (easy) and longitude (hard)
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Big data of the 17th century

• Astronomical and geodetic tables 
 Ptolemy’s Geography (~150 AD): lat/long catalog of known earth
 Positions of planets, moon, etc. observed from given locations
 Alfonsine Tables (~1260), Rudolphine tables (Kepler, 1627)
 Tycho Brahe’s star/planet tables

8Alfonsine tables, Toledo,  ca.1260
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Early “firsts” in data visualization

• Map projections, latitude, longitude – Claudius Ptolemy, c. 150 AD
• First modern atlas – Teatrum Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius, 

1570
• First world map showing isogons – Guillaume Le Nautonier, 1640
• First visual representation of statistical data – M. F. van Langren, 

1644

Ptolemy Ortelius Nautonier
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Early “firsts” in data visualization

• Map projections, latitude, longitude – Claudius Ptolemy, c. 150 AD
• First modern atlas – Teatrum Orbis Terrarum, Abraham Ortelius, 
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• First world map showing isogons – Guillaume Le Nautonier, 1640
• First visual representation of statistical data – M. F. van Langren, 
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M. F. van Langren (1644). La Verdadera Longitud por Mar y Tierra. Antwerp (n.p.)
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The Truth about Longitude 
for Sea and Land (1644)
Sent to King Phillip of Spain

• The best astronomers have 
made their measurements

• You can plainly see the large 
errors in estimates of 
distance from Toledo to Rome

• I know the secret of longitude, 
and will tell you if you grant 
me a Patent.
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Early history of statistical graphs
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The problem of longitude

• Latitude- easy to determine by inclination of sun, 
moon, stars above/below equator

• Longitude: 
 No fixed 0 reference; distance varies with latitude
 Only known fact: 360o = 24hrs → 15o / hr
 → Need to know ∆time precisely, for given location

• Solution classes:
 2 clocks: ∆time = timeHere - timeThere

 Astrononomic: ∆time = timeHere - timeThere
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Longitude: Lunar distance method

Measure the angle between moon 
and some other body

Lookup in almanac time at which 
that distance would be observed in 
Greenwhich: timeThere

Determine timeHere (sextant)

Longitude = 15o x ∆time
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Why the first graph got it right

• What was van Langren’s communication goal?
• What else could he have done?
• Why did the idea of a graph occur to him?

“Every picture tells a story” – Rod Stewart
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What else could he have done?

• What would occur to 
men of his time to 
convey a message to 
the King?

• … he could have used a 
table have sorted by year
to establish priority (or 
show change).

Year Name Longitude Where
150 Ptolomeus, C. 27.7 Egypt

1463 Regiomontanus, 25.4 Germany
1530 Lantsbergius, P. 21.1 Belgium
1536 Schonerus, I. 20.8 Germany
1542 Ortonius 26.0 France
1567 Mercator, G. 19.6 Flanders
1567 Clavius, C. 26.5 Germany
1578 Brahe, T. 21.5 Denmark
1582 Maginus, A. 29.8 Italy
1601 Organus, D. 30.1 Germany
1605 Iansonius, G. 17.7 Flanders
1610 Argelius, A. 28.0 Italy

Sorted by Priority

Answers: Who did it when?
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Longitude Name Year Where
17.7 G. Iansonius 1605 Flanders
19.6 G. Mercator 1567 Flanders
20.8 I. Schonerus 1536 Germany
21.1 P. Lantsbergius 1530 Belgium
21.5 T. Brahe 1578 Denmark
25.4 I. Regiomontanus 1463 Germany
26.0 Orontius 1542 France
26.5 C. Clavius 1567 Germany
27.7 C. Ptolomeus 150 Egypt
28.0 A. Argelius 1610 Italy
29.8 A. Maginus 1582 Italy
30.1 D. Organus 1601 Germany

Sorted by Longitude

       Name   Longitude     Year Where
Argelius, A. 28.0 1610 Italy
Brahe, T. 21.5 1578 Denmark
Clavius, C. 26.5 1567 Germany
Iansonius, G. 17.7 1605 Flanders
Lantsbergius, P. 21.1 1530 Belgium
Maginus, A. 29.8 1582 Italy
Mercator, G. 19.6 1567 Flanders
Organus, D. 30.1 1601 Germany
Orontius 26.0 1542 France
Ptolomeus, C. 27.7 150 Egypt
Regiomontanus, I. 25.4 1463 Germany
Schonerus, I. 20.8 1536 Germany

Sorted by Authority

•… he could have sorted by 
name, to show authority. 

•… he could have sorted by 
longitude, to show the range. 

Answers: How much did they vary?

Answers: What did XXX say?
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Only a graph shows…

Actual distance=16o30’

Estimated distance?

bias

• central location
• bias
• name labels– avoiding overplotting

range

• wide variability
• clustering, detached observations
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Only a graph shows… 

We can see what van Langren was trying to show in relation to a modern map
• Scales aligned to position Rome at the correct location (unknown to him)
• Main goal: show wide variability
• Added benefit: we can see that all estimates were positively biased
• What’s not to like?

Further details:  Friendly etal. (2010), The First (Known) Statistical Graph: Michael Florent van Langren and the ``Secret'' 
of Longitude. The American Statistician, 64, 185-191 
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The “secret:” Longitude & selenography

• Van Langren jealously guarded his secret – an 
improvement in the lunar method

• By 1628, he had the idea to use rotation of the 
moon– rather than mere position in the sky
 Sunrise/sunset on peaks/craters: continuous set of 

reference events
• Required:
 Accurate lunar maps with named features
 Ephemeris tables, giving onset of sunrise and sunset 

for those features in the lunar cycle
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By 1645, he produced the 1st

comprehensive lunar map

• 325 named locations (illustrious 
men, saints, his patrons– Phillip, 
Isabella)

• Never completed the manual 
and tables showing exactly how 
the method could be used

• Today, he is better remembered 
for his lunar map than for the 1st

statistical graph

• Nearly all of his nomenclature 
was later replaced, except for the 
self-named Langrenus Crater

2. Big questions of the early 1800s

• Issues for European states
 Demography: taxes, raising an army (Süssmilch, 1741)
 “Statistik”: Numbers of the state (Achenwall, 1748)
 Social problems: crime, suicide, literacy, etc.

• Anthropometry: the measure of Man
 Distributions of human characteristics
 Birth, mortality, lifespan

• Beginnings of statistical theory and application
 Normal distn (de Moivre, 1733)
 L’homme moyen (Quetelet, 1835)
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Big data of the early 1800s:
“An avalanche of social numbers”

• J.-B.J. Fourier: Recherches statistique sur la ville de 
Paris (1821-1829)
 Massive tabulations: births, deaths (by cause), admission to 

insane asylums (age, sex, affliction)

• Ministry of Justice: Compte generale (1825--)
 First national compilation of criminal justice data
 All charges & dispositions, quarterly, 86 departments

• Other sources:
 Bureau de Longitudes (illegitimate births)
 Parent-Duchatelet (prostitution); Min. of War (desertions)
 Suicide notes in Paris collected and analyzed for motives

• Social issues could now be addressed with DATA
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A. M. Guerry and the rise of social science
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Social context of crime in 1820s France

• Crime a serious concern:
 Explosive growth in Paris
 Widespread unemployment,
 Emergence of “dangerous classes”

• Liberal (“philanthrope”) view
 Increase education
 Better prison conditions, diet (bread and soup)
 Religious instruction

• Conservative view
 Build more prisons
 Harsher treatment of recidivists

• Now, there was finally some DATA!
25 26
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Personal crime Property crime

Education
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Further details: Friendly, M.  (2007). A.-M. Guerry's Moral Statistics of France: Challenges for Multivariable 
Spatial Analysis, Statistical Science, 22, 368-399 



33Crimes against persons
France England
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Statistique analytique: General causes of crime

Entries: Codes for factors
• Pop: (% Irish, domestics, …)
• Criminality: (male, young, …)
• Religion (Anglicans, dissenters, …)

Plate XVII: M. Guerry’s magnum opus

C
rim
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 (r
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d)

English counties (ranked on each)

murder
rape

max min

bigamy
arson

High pop. 
density

Curve of neg. 
association

Curve of pos. 
association

Goal:
• Show multivariate factors 
associated with distribution of 
crime
• Before invention of correlation
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3. The graphic vision of C. J. Minard

• Marey (1878): “defies the pen of the historian in its brutal eloquence”
• Tufte (1983): “the best statistical graphic ever produced”
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Visual thinking, visual explanation

1840: Why did the bridge at 
Bourg-St. Andèol collapse?

Minard’s report consisted 
essentially of this self-explaining 
diagram.
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Big questions of the mid 1800s

• 1830—1860: emergence of modern French 
state, dawn of globalization

• Trade, commerce, transportation:
 Where to build railroads, canals?
 How to compete with imports/exports?
 Visualizing changes over time, differences over space
 → Flow maps and other graphical innovations

• These questions led to the “Golden Age” of 
statistical graphics.

See: Friendly, M. (2008). The Golden Age of Statistical Graphics, Statistical Science, 23, 502-535 
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Flow maps as visual tools

Transport of passengers on the principal railroads in Europe in 1862
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Effect of US civil war on cotton trade

Before After
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Statistical atlases: Data → practice, national 
identity & graphical excellence

• Statistical albums ~ 1870—1910
 France: Album de Statistique Graphique: 1879-1899
 USA: Census atlases: 1870/80/90
 Gemany: local albums (Berlin, Frankfurt, etc.)
 Switzerland: Atlas graphique de la Suisse:1897, 1914
 Others: Latvia, Romania, Bulgaria, etc.

• Goals
 Visualize progress in commerce, industry, transport
 Provide a graphic portrait of a nation
 Consolidate a national identity

See: Friendly, M. (2008). The Golden Age of Statistical Graphics, Statistical Science, 23, 502-535 
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Album de statistique graphique

• Published by the Statistical Graphics Bureau, Ministry of Public 
Works, Émile Cheysson, director

• 18 volumes: 1879-1899, 12—34 plates each, ~ 11”x15” pages
• Graphic forms:

 Flow maps (simple, double, multi)
 Pie maps, star, radial, polar time-series, proportional circles
 Mosaic maps, anamorphic maps, planetary diagrams
 Choropleth, bi-polar scales
 Charts: line, bar, time-series

• Themes:
 Recurrent: railroads, navigation, transport--- bread & butter topics
 Occasional: agriculture, Paris, expositions, …

• Pinnacle of the Golden Age:  exquisite sampler of all known graphic 
forms!
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Recursive multi-mosaic 
map

Distribution of passengers and 
goods from the Paris railways to the 
rest of France [Album, 1884, pl. 11]
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4. Galton’s visual discoveries-
Bivariate normal correlation surface (1886)
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Visual smoothing  Insight
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Visual insight  Theory

• Level curves are ellipses
• Regression lines are loci 
of conjugate tangents

… that Galton should have 
evolved all this … is to my 
mind one of the most note-
worthy scientific discoveries 
arising from analysis of pure 
observation (Pearson 1920, 
p37) 

Galton (1886, Pl X): Smoothed contours of heights of parents and children

Galton’s big data : Isochronic chart (1881)
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Galton’s discovery of weather patterns-
Perhaps the most notable purely graphic discovery ever!

(Galton, 1863)
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Data: recordings of 
barometric pressure, wind 
dir/speed, rain, temp., cloud: 
3x/day, 50 weather stations in 
Europe.

Method: All weather stations 
across Europe asked to 
record data 3x/day for all of 
Dec., 1861

Graphic analysis: 3x31=93 
maps, each with multivariate 
glyphs showing all variables

Visual ideas:
• Iconic symbols
• Multivariate glyphs (stamps!)
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Visual abstraction  Patterns

How to see patterns of geographical variation over time?
• Iconic symbols on a geographical grid 
• “Small multiples:” separate graphs laid out for direct comparison
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Visual abstraction  Patterns

pressure

wind, rain

temperature

What  varies with what, over 
time and space?
• mini, abstract maps: vars x TOD

• iso-contours, shading to show 
equivalence

• arrows to show wind direction

AM noon PM

Data for Dec 5, 1861
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The large picture  Insight

Pattern: 
Low pressure (black) in 
early Dec.  CCW wind
High pressure (red) in 
late Dec.  CW wind

Graphic: 3x3x31 grid, 
mapping {pressure, wind/ 
rain, temperature} x {AM, 
12, PM} x day {1:31}

pressure

wind, rain

temp.

AM PM12

(try this with your software!)
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Visual insight  Theory
Visual insight from 93 (3x31) 
high-D graphs:
• Changes in wind dir w/ 
pressure over time
•Winds revolve inwardly 
(CCW) in low pressure areas–
as in a cyclone;
• revolve outwardly (CW) in 
high pressure areas– “anti-
cyclone”

Theory:

• Explained by Dove’s ‘Law of 
Gyration’

• Prediction: reversed pattern 
(CW/CCW)  in southern 
hemisphere – confirmed!
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The first modern weather map, 
London Times, Apr. 1, 1875

Theory 
Practice

Galton did for weathermen what 
Kepler did for Tycho Brahe. This is no 
small accomplishment. (Wainer 2005)
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Conclusions

• In the history of science, visualization often:
 …proved crucial in discovery
 … required simplification and summary of “big” data
 … provided simple explanations for complex phenomena

• Notable examples in this history illustrate  …
 Importance of visual thinking
 Interoccularity: message hits you between the eyes
 Role of smoothing in seeing patterns, gaining insight
 Necessity to escape flatland:

• Progress in display of increasingly rich and complex data
 Data → Visual abstraction → Theory → Practice

Looking forward: Big data and big questions

• What are the Big Questions for today?
• Global warming & climate change
 Monitoring and predicting artic ice, sea level rise
 Extreme weather events

• Disease outbreaks
 Ebola, avian flu

• Threat assessment, terrorism
• Genomics
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How can graphics help?

• Plot the data and smooth
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How can graphics help?

• Note departures from general pattern
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Interoccularity

• Make the message hit you between the eyes

58Source: http://www.politically-incorrect-humor.com/2010/03/positive-proof-of-global-warming/

Validation?

• Test predictions from a fitted model

59Source: http://www.politically-incorrect-humor.com/2010/03/positive-proof-of-global-warming/

Causal & visual explanation

• Lack of pirates causes global warming!
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Theory → practice:

To stop global 
warming, become a 
pirate!

Source: http://www.forbes.com/sites/erikaandersen/2012/03/23/true-fact-the-lack-of-pirates-is-causing-global-warming/


